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Winter is coming (to Mars northern hemisphere)
• Lower solar input, made worse by extra atmospheric dust

• Solar-powered craft store power for heating to survive the nights

• Ingenuity Mars helicopter: low power operation, temporarily lost contact
• Now only heating when below -40°, instead of 5° F to last the night

• China’s Zhurong Mars Rover operations scaled back 

• Insight lander (2018, near equator) barely hanging on: dust problem
• Detected magnitude 5 Marsquake May 4 – a record

• Left safe mode in January, but most instruments stopped

• Hope to finish mission extension to end of 2022

Ingenuity Mars helicopter.  
Image credit:  NASA/JPL-Caltech

Insight lander.  Image credit:  NASA-JPL/Caltech 



DARPA program for Nuclear Thermal Propulsion (NTP)
• DARPA is soliciting proposals for phases 2 & 3 demonstrating an NTP rocket

• DRACO (Demonstration Rocket for Agile Cislunar Operations)

• Engine based on preliminary reactor design by General Atomics

• Goal: thrust-to-weight similar to chemical propulsion, but 2 to 5 times the efficiency

Image credit: DARPA (Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency)

• Proposal due Aug. 5 – better hurry! 

• Demo flight in orbit in 2026

Not the NASA 

Mars-oriented program!

Image:  NASA



U.S. Space Force (SpaceWERX) Orbital Prime program

Image credit:  Space Force/SpaceWERX

• First step towards a vision of sustainable space technologies and architecture

• Overall goals:
• Develop technologies for “OSAM”:  On-orbit Servicing, Assembly & Manufacturing
• Prime the pump to accelerate the commercial market & stimulate industry investment

• First use: “Active Debris Remediation” for orbital debris cleanup (recycle or 
remove “non-cooperating” debris, unlike the Astroscale solution)



• Space Force 

Space Force’s Orbital Prime overall concept

Image credit:  Space Force/SpaceWERX



U.S. Space Force (SpaceWERX) Orbital Prime program
• Required inclusion of small business and academic or nonprofit institutions

• Phase 1 just awarded:   125 (!!!) Industry teams
• Each team gets $250,000 for concepts and early design work ($31.25 m total)

• Awardees given 150 days to deliver a product or study

• Phase 2 awards later this year, up to $1.5 m

• Later phases
• Successful projects can include larger financing from private investors

• In 2-4 years, expect one or more teams to do in-space demo

• Overall project around $100 m, including private investors



Scientists grow plants in (despite) lunar regolith 

Left: 
simulated regolith

After 16 days.  Image credit:  Tyler Jones/University of Florida, 
via Tampa Bay Times May 5, 2022

• By University of Florida, with NASA funding (10 years in the making)
• A first!  Previous work only dusted plants to look for pathogens, or used simulated dirt

• Lunar regolith is very different from Earth soil (iron, minerals, abrasive glass, etc.)

• NASA provided 12 grams from 3 Apollo missions, used in thimble-sized pots with 1 gram each

• Planted seeds, added water, nutrients, light
• Arabidopsis plants (in mustard family) -- genetic code fully mapped, similar to many crop plants

• Watch for soil impact on gene expression Right:  
actual lunar regolith

• Regolith only provided support matrix for 
hydroponic growth with nutrient solution

• Seeds sprouted and grew, but were stressed
• Genes expressed for salt, metal, oxidative stress
• Growth was stunted vs. using simulated dirt
• Plants did worse on surface dirt, exposed longer to 

micrometeorites, radiation, and solar wind
• Suggests using younger material like lava flows

https://www.nature.com/articles/s42003-022-03334-8.pdf



Miscellany
• OneWeb (satellite internet) will launch some satellites from India this year

• (It won’t all be on competitor SpaceX rockets, after Russian launch cancellations)

• Rocket is GSLV Mark 3 (Geosynchronous Satellite Launch Vehicle)

• First launch since 2019 Chandrayaan-2 lunar exploration mission

• ESA continues replanning missions after stopping cooperation with Russia
• Officially ended cooperation with Russia on lunar missions (April 13)

• Previous end of ExoMars cooperation delays Mars mission to at least 2028, requires 
NASA help for landing, radioactive heating, etc.

• 3 Chinese astronauts returned April 15th after 182 days in their space station

• 4 private astronauts (Ax-1 mission) returned from ISS April 25th

• 4 astronauts returned from ISS May 6th

• Ukraine claims 150,000 Starlink users (10,000 terminals)



How many launches since the last meeting (Apr. 9)?*
Includes failed launches if they lift off the launch pad
Only includes launches attempting orbit or beyond

Long March 3B rocket 4/15/22
Credit:  CASC (China)

* With belated entries for 1 Russian, 2 Chinese
launches missed in last month’s count



Launches since last meeting (Apr. 9)* page 1 
• Mar 29* – Long March 11 – 3 small satellites with vaguely stated missions

• Apr 06* – Long March 4C – radar Earth observation satellite

• Apr 07* – Soyuz – Electronic intelligence spy satellite

• Apr 15 – Long March 3B – communications satellite (radio/TV broadcasting)

• Apr 15 – Long March 4C – Atmospheric environmental monitoring satellite

• Apr 17 – Falcon 9 – spy satellite for U.S. National Reconnaissance Office (NRO)

• Apr 21 – Falcon 9 – 53 Starlink internet satellites

• Apr 27 – Falcon 9 – 4 astronauts to the International Space Station (ISS)

• Apr 29 – Long March 2C – 2 commercial optical remote sensing satellites

• Apr 29 – Falcon 9 – 53 Starlink (internet service) satellites

• April 29 – Angara 1.2 – small military radar satellite.  First orbital Angara 2 (25 years!)

• Apr 30 – Long March 11H – 5 commercial optical remote sensing satellites.  Sea launch

* With belated entries for 1 Russian, 2 Chinese launches missed in last month’s count



Launches since last meeting (Apr. 9) page 2 
• May 2 – Electron – 34 small satellites.  Helicopter caught booster in net, but dropped it

• May 4 – Long March 2D – 8 commercial optical remote sensing satellites (now at 54)

• May 6 – Falcon 9 – 53 Starlink (internet) satellites

• May 9 – Long March 7 – automated cargo delivery (6.9 tons) to Chinese space station

• May 13 – Hyperbola-1 (Chinese startup iSpace) – remote sensing satellite - FAIL

• May 13 – Falcon 9 – 53 Starlink (internet) satellites



Image:  NASA

Discussion & questions?



Featured speaker:  Charles Phillips
• CEO, Spaceflight Research LLC (Houston)

• Space station, space shuttle work
• SAIC, Barrios Technology, Lockheed Martin

• Flight controller, Johnson Space Center

• Orbital analyst for USAF, tracking satellites
• NORAD (Cheyenne Mountain and Alaska)

• Retired Lieutenant Colonel (USAF)

• MS, Space Operations, Air Force Institute of Technology

• BS Physics, Math, Angelo State University

•TOPIC: Tracking satellites
Why and how

Satellite visualization.  Credit:  ESA 


